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ABSTRACT
 
For the pasttwenty five years,the federal Aid to Families with Dependent Children
 
(AFDC)program has been criticized for failing to sufficiently reduce poverty among
 
children,its original intention, and for failing to encourage poor parentsto leave welfare
 
to enter the work force. The AFDC program,which wasimplemented in 1935,and was
 
created to help poor femilies through the"great depression,"became a multi-bUlion dollar
 
federalentitlement program that provided financial assistance to 15%ofthe American
 
population by 1995. Clearly,the costs ofthe growing welfere population are social as
 
well as monetary. In fact,the increases inthe welfare case loadsin urban areds are
 
mirrored by increases in crime,substance abuse,teen pregnancy,child abuse and
 
increasing high schooldrop out rates.
 
Many urban areas in California,such as the city ofSan Bernardino,have experienced
 
staggering increases in welfere rates over the past 15 years,and currently approximately
 
40%ofthe residents ofSan Bernardino city receive AFDC. The major cause ofincreases
 
in AFDC caseloads,and related costs,in San Bernardino is the drastic population increase
 
through new births and migration(legal and illegal). Unfortunately, 1 in4ofthe children
 
currently bom in San Bemardino County are bom into poverty and welfare dependency.
 
Current welfere reform is based onthe theory that poverty and welfare dependency can be
 
reduced through training,education and the creation ofnewjobs. Other theorists believe
 
that the 30%to40%ofthe chronic welfare recipients are trapped in poverty by having
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additional children while receiving AFDC,and that the key to breaking the"cycle of
 
welfare dependency"is complete resocialization(i.e. extensive education,training,family
 
planning,counseling). The primary assumption ofthistheory is that"workfare programs"
 
must not only make AFDC recipients employable,but must also stressthe idea ofhaving
 
only the number ofchildren that can be financially and emotionally provided for.
 
Inthis study,the possible reduction ofchild births ofworkfare participants was studied
 
by testing the effects ofeducation onthe birthrates ofworkfare participants in the San
 
Bernardino County Greater Avenuesfor Independence program(G.A.I.N.). This was
 
accomplished by conducting a longitudinalstudy testing the"Intervention Hypothesis"
 
that: Completion ofthe G.E.D. Componentofthe San Bernardino G.A.I.N.Program ­
Decreases- the Rate ofLive Birthsfor those Participants. This study used a"quasi­
experimental"research design with a"matched constructed controlgroup"in order to
 
create experimentaland controlgroups that were similar in relation to the critical
 
variables. ANOVA statistical analysis wasconducted on all ofthe critical"pre"and
 
"post"intervention variables to determine the effect education had onthe birthrate ofthe
 
experimental group. Additionally,the possible relationship between birthrate and
 
education wasexamined through an extensive literature review ofthe"Causal
 
Hypothesis:" LackofEducation Results in Higher Birth Rates.
 
Fromthe statistical testing ofthe intervention hypothesis and the literature review of
 
the causal hypothesis,the following conclusions and recommendations were made. The
 
major conclusions were that: 1. AFDC clients who lack a basic high schooleducation,or
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the equivalency,have significantly more children that the AFDC clients who complete that
 
basic education; 2. The rising number ofchildren being bom into poverty and welfere
 
dependency is a serious and costly problem in San Bernardino county and throughout the
 
US;and finally,3. Welfare reformers and key stakeholders minimize a primary problem
 
ignored by past and present welfare reform,that is,the steadily increasing numbersof
 
children bom into the"cycle ofwelfare dependency," The primary recommendations in
 
this study are: 1. The implementationof several"pilot programs"thatfocuson
 
secondary education for welfare recipients in order to further studythe efiects of
 
education on birthrate. Clearly, pilot programs that are implemented in diverse
 
demographic settings and that are objectively evaluated(i.e.impact assessments,cost-

benefit analysis)would provide crucialinformation to key stakeholders and program
 
administrators;2. Adequate fimding must be provided fromthe federallevelin order to
 
allow schools and county welfare agencies to provide aU AFDC recipients with the
 
comprehensive basic educationalprogram(including support services such as
 
transportation and child care);and the finalrecommendation,3. Continued research on
 
birth ratesin relation to education,work history,AFDC history,socio-economic status,
 
age and race.
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ChapterI
 
INTRODUCTION
 
History ofAmerican Welfare System
 
As early asthe 1830's,the American governmentimplemented policies that provided
 
financial assistance to certain groupsofpoor and disabled,who were thoughtofas unable
 
to care for themselves. Based onthe EnglishPoor Lawsofthe 1700's,early American
 
welfere policies attempted to eliminate indiscriminate mingling ofthe average American
 
citizen and allthose people considered in the"Poor Classes"(i.e. orphaned children,
 
alcoholics, mentally ill), by paying the costs ofinstitutionalization. Not xmtil 1911,when
 
the state ofIllinois passed the first MothersPensionLaws,did any entity ofthe American
 
government endorse using government moneyto help support needy mothers and
 
children. By 1913,thirteen states had adopted MothersPensionLaws,but due to
 
restrictions based on questions of"moralcharacter" onlytwo states extended benefits to
 
unwed mothers.'
 
By 1931,eightytwo-percent ofthe participants in the mother's pension programs were
 
children ofwidows. Untilthe enactment ofthe first Aid to Families With Dependent
 
Children(AFDC)program in 1935,the plights ofunwed mothers and their children were
 
handled by relatives,fi"iends,and charity organizations. Unlike European welfere states
 
such as Great Britain,the American government's welfere system did not emerge fi"om a
 
coherent social vision. Instead,FranklinD.Roosevelt created a"patchwork''welfare state
 
in response to the volatility ofthe"Great Depression"and the need to salvage what
 
remained ofcapitalism. Grant programsfor the poor and work programs such asthe
 
"Civilian Conservation Corps"and the"WorksProgress Administration" were viewed as
 
interim measures untilthe Americaneconomyimproved.^
 
Even with the new less restrictive laws regulating the use ofgovernment assistance to
 
poor womanand children,the numbersofunwed and minority mothers receiving
 
government assistance remained relatively low rmtilthe late 1940's. in fact,not until
 
1956,did even halfofthose receiving AFDC qualify based onfathers being absent from
 
the home(i.e. father deserted fenuly,never married). Today,over eighty percent of
 
AFDC recipients qxiaUfy based onfether being absent and these numbers appear to be
 
increasing steadily.^
 
Bythe 1950's,the welfare state had become animportant edifice in the American
 
sociallandscape,and liberals labored to expand thispoverty safety net to other
 
disadvantaged groupsofcitizens. By 1960,president Lyndon B.Johnson and the
 
democrats spearheaded the immense construction ofthe"Great Society"and the"Waron
 
Poverty." Expectations were ofa"poverty free"America with welfere programsthat
 
would lead to greater equality,socialjustice and aredistribution ofincome and other
 
resources(i.e. The"food stamp act"and the creation of"Medicare"and"Medicaid").
 
Primaiy to all these programs wasthe Johnson administration's beliefthatthe welfere
 
state wasthe only wayto ensure equality ofopportunity and aredistribution ofsocial,
 
economic and pohticalresources."^
 
With the adventofthe welfare rights movementofthe 1960's,there came a
 
proliferation ofthe case work modelofAFDC. The primaryfocusofAFDC moved from
 
providing casework services(i.e. assessment,counseling,retraining)to processing claims
 
for benefits in afeir(i.e. not racially or morally motivated)and effective manner.
 
Therefore,recipients received AFDC and medical benefits withfew restrictions or
 
requirements. This eventually led to AFDC recipients not receiving services aimed at
 
increasing independence,and in essence has created a welfare system that discourages
 
independence by notproviding incentivesto work. Nation wide studies ofthe AFDC
 
programshow that35%to 40%ofwelfare recipients fail to leave the welfere roUs.^
 
By 1968 the"Great Society"programs had become so unpopular with the American
 
public that stinging critiques ofthem were reported regularly inthe media. In 1969,
 
President Richard M.Nixon,proposed sweeping reforms ofthe AFDC system. His
 
innovative plan ofpromoting independence fi'omthe welfere system included;employment
 
and training programs;a guaranteed minimum femily income provision;and,work
 
incentive programs. This welfare reform effort fell short ofbecoming nationalpolicy due
 
to lack ofsupport by both Democrats and Republicans who objected to spending more
 
moneyona costly entitlement program with no guarantee ofeventualcost savings.
 
America's briefflirtation with bold social weMre initiatives had clearly cometo an end
 
by the early 1970's. The liberal welfere advocatesofthe sixties were unable to document
 
the benefits ofthe massive expenditures ofthe embattled American welfere state. In fact,
 
although poverty rates decreased and welfere rolls doubled,social problems such as outof
 
wedlock pregnancy,teenage pregnancy,substance abuse,child abuse and crime increased
 
dramatically.^
 
President Carter attempted similar welfare reformsto Nixon's during his presidency
 
during the 1970's,butthese failed for similar reasons/ During the 1980's,liberal welfare
 
policy was eclipsed by a"conservative vision." This clear shift in ideology was brought
 
about by the immense changes that were occurring in the social, political,and economical
 
climate across the nation. A strong anti-taxes, ajiti-big government backlash dominated
 
politics(i.e.Prop. 13,Reagan elected 1980,republicans became majority in the Senate)
 
and opened the door for reform in virtually every aspect ofgovernment,including welfere
 
programs. In 1988,the"Family Support Act"(FSA)became law. This new law left intact
 
the basic entitlement nature ofAFDC,and infeet,even expanded it by requiring states to
 
provide coverage to certain two-parentfemilies. However,this newlaw clearly
 
emphasized a push to make AFDC become a short-term public assistance program which
 
provides encouragement,support,and mandatesto achieve self-support.^ The centerpiece
 
ofthe FSA wasthe Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training Program(JOBS),the
 
vehicle for increasing poorfemilies'self-sufBciency. This program provided states federal
 
funding as well as the legal authority to design and implement mandatory"workfere"
 
programs. In the most comprehensive model,the JOBS program included: initial
 
assessment;education and intensive employment related services;work incentive
 
measures;child care;and,counseling services. The idealprogram was designed to meet
 
the needsofall AFDC recipients(i.e.various skiU and educational levels). Clearly,the
 
Family support Act of1988,paved the wayfor the historic changesto come. *Note:
 
California's version ofthe JOBS program,the"Gteater AvenuesforIndependence"
 
program(G.A.I.N.), will be described in detail atthe endofthis section.
 
WelfareReform Act of1996
 
In 1994,NewtGmgrich reached the pinriacle ofneoconservativism with the Republican
 
party's"Contract with America". In 1995,Gingrich sponsored the"Personal
 
Responsibility Actof1995,"which set the stage for the'Welfare Reform Act of1996."
 
After much speculation and political pressure.President Bill Clinton signed this historic
 
welfere reform act on August 1,1996. Announcing his decision.President Clinton stated:
 
"I will sign this bill, first and foremost,because the current system is broken;second,
 
because congress had mademanyofthe changesI sought;and third,because eventhough
 
serious problemsremain in the non-welfere-reform provisions ofthe bUl,this is the best
 
chance we wiU have for along,long time to complete the work ofending welfere as we
 
know it, by moving people from welfare to work,demanding responsibility,and doing
 
better by our children."^
 
Although the specifics ofnew federal welfrre law are still being interpreted,it is clear
 
that the federal guarantees that welfere hasprovidedto the poor(i.e, AFDC)over the past
 
sixty years wUlcometo an end and will effept the 12.8 milHon people receiving welfere
 
and the 25.6 million people receiving food stamps.
 
Some ofthe key elementsofthe 1996,''Welfere ReformAct"are:
 
1. Endsthe 61-year-old guarantee offederal cash assistance to poor children
 
(AFDC)and replaces it with block grants and localized control ofwelfere and
 
workfare programs.(Savesfederal governmentanestimated $55 billion over next
 
six years).
 
2. Requires most welfare recipients to work withintwo years and places a lifetime
 
limit on benefits offive years.
 
3. Eliminates federal benefits for most non-citizens and iUegalirnmigrants except
 
in cases ofmedicalemergency.
 
4. Allows states to deny Medicaid coverage to adults who lose welfare benefits by
 
not going to work,but extends medicalcoverage for up to one year after leaving
 
welfare.
 
5. Cuts offfood stamp and general relief(i.e. cash assistance)to able bodied
 
adults without children. (Savesfederal government anestimated $26.7 bUlion
 
Over next six years).
 
6. Prohibits cash benefits to unmarried teen-age mothers unless they stay in school
 
and live at home,and penalizes welfere recipients who do not assist in establishing
 
paternity.
 
7. Allows states to deny additional moneyto parents who have children while on
 
welfere and gives states financialincentives to reduce rates ofillegitimate births
 
and to provide education about sexual abstinence.
 
8. Single parents can no longer escape sanctions for not working due to child care
 
problemsfor children over six
 
9. Denies welfare benefits to anyone convicted ofa drug related felony.'"
 
In the State ofCalifornia,the"California Department ofSocial Services"completely
 
redesigned the states welfere program and beganthis incrementaloverhaulalmost
 
immediately after President Clinton signed the federal welfere reform bill. The new system
 
offederal block grantswill give California and other states the opportunityto
 
fundamentally redesign the welfere system using innovation and creativity withoutthe
 
barriers created by the federal restrictions and mandatesofthe past. Within this context^
 
the'fusion"for anew welfere system wasformed.The underlying principles which have
 
guided the welfare redesign are:
 
1. There is a mutual obligation betweenthe recipient and the government.
 
2. Fathers and mothers are equally responsible for the financialsupport and
 
nurturing oftheir children.
 
3. Work should pay more than welfare.
 
4. Welfare should not contribute to femily breakup.
 
5. A single program design cannot meetthe diverse needsofthe femihes receiving
 
public assistance.
 
6. Program administration should be simple,cost effective,and performance
 
outcome-based.
 
7. Recipients should be treatedwith respect and dignity and held responsible for
 
the direction oftheir own liyes.
 
Consistent with these principles, California's redesigned welfere system willpromote
 
seh-suflficiency and responsibility,and wiU target services aimed at the specific needsof
 
fenulies in crisis to expedite their transition from welfere to work."
 
Greater AvenuesforIndependence
 
The Greater AvenuesforIndependence(G.A.I.N.)program,which is a workfere
 
program that providesjob search,education and training services to welfere recipients,
 
wasenacted in California in 1985,as a pilot project. The G.A.I.N.program was
 
expanded drastically after the federal"Family SupportACT of1988"and has since
 
become the primary"welfare to work"program in California.'^ G.A.I.N.was
 
implemented onasmallscale in San Bernardino County in 1988,through the Victorville
 
DepartmentofPublic Social Services office.
 
The"Welfare Reform Actof1996",willhow require every adult welfare recipient
 
without children under six years ofage to work and/or participate iti the G.A.I.N.
 
program. In the past,due to federal welfare restrictions, mandates and funding shortfalls,
 
California counties have provided less than 10%of eligible welfare recipients with
 
G.A.I.N. services.'^ As stated above,the 1996,federal welfare legislation wiU provide
 
federal block grants and the promise of local controlover welfare implementation. These
 
key elements wUlallow California and the local governmentsto redistribute welfare money
 
and provide the G.A.I.N.program with the resources necessary to achieve the goals of
 
current welfere reform,self-suflSciency and independence.
 
In summary,the G.A.I.N.program balances government services and the obligation of
 
the client to become self-sufficient. Thisprogram outlines the welfare recipients
 
educational,employment,and welfare history and translates this into service decisions.'^'
 
The first step in this process is the initial orientation and assessment phase. After this
 
initial appraisal, clients without a high schooleducation are referred to the basic education
 
The stmeturedjob searchcomponent consistsof'Tob Glub"ja short-term programthat
 
assists clients in preparing applications,resumes and preparing for interviews,as wellas a
 
the selfinitiated and the structuredjob searchphase. IfcHehts are unable to find
 
complete an extensive employability assessment. This assessment wih determine which of
 
the numerousemployment services would be mostappropriate for the client. On-the-job
 
training, vocationaltraining,additionaleducation,transitional employmentand county
 
subsidized work(i.e. the county pays a portion ofemployees wages)arejust afew ofthe
 
more extensive employmenttraining options.'^ Figure 1 is a simplified depiction ofthe
 
G.A.l.N.program assessment model.
 
Figure 1
 
FlowchartofG.A.i.Ni Process
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*Source: G.A.I.N. Handbook,1993.
 
The Research Problein
 
In 1995,2,657,878 people received AFDCin
 
. Accordingto the
 
1996US censuSj Califomia is comprised of approximately 12%ofthe national
 
AFDG expenditures.
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In 1994,21.7%(approximately 1 in5 persons)ofthe estimated 1,518,000 residents of
 
San Bernardino County were receiving AFDC at an annualcost ofover one billion dollars
 
annually(includes administrative costs and AFDC cash payments). This figure does not
 
include the costs ofother AFDC Services such as Medi-Cal,food stamps and homeless
 
assistance. Since 1988,the number ofwel^e recipients within the urban areas ofSan
 
Bernardino County have virtually doubled. In fact,a staggering 39.7% ofthe residents of
 
the city ofSan Bernardino received AFDC benefits during 1994." Case records fi-om the
 
SanBernardino Welfare Department indicate that the fluctuating unemployment rate inthe
 
coimty since 1988,has only accounted for slight increases in the number ofAFDC
 
recipients in San Bernardino County.
 
From the preceding facts the following assumption could be made: The major likely
 
cause of increases in the AFDC caseloads and costs in San Bernardino county is a drastic
 
populationincrease through new births, migration and immigration(legalor illegal).
 
According to records fi"om the California Departmentoffinance(1980-1994)which
 
calculate births,deaths andmigrationon an annual basis. Since 1988,in San Bernardino
 
Countythere has been an average ofapproximately 30,708 live birthsper year and an
 
anniml average of39,888 immigrants. The"natxiralpopulation increase,"which is
 
calculated by Subtracting the number ofdeaths fi'om births has averaged 21,155 since
 
1988,thus,from 1988 through 1994,the total population increase has averagpd
 
approximately61,043 annually. Whenexamining the population trends ofSan Bernardino
 
Coimty since 1980,it appears that the number ofbirths has steadily increased but
 
migration has been rather inconsistent (see Table 1 onfollowing page).
 
 Table1
 
Population Trendsin San Bernardino County 1980-1994
 
Year Total Civilian Military Births Deaths Natural Net ■ ■ 
Increase Increase hnmigra­
tion 
1981 39,500 36,921 2,495 17,161 7,194 9,967 29,553 
1982 32.100 29,934 5,421 17,814 7,146 10,668 ■ : 21,432 
1983 29,200 29,117 -222 18,729 7,347 11,382 17,818 
1984 29,000 29,190 -935 19,051 7,276 11,775 17,225 
1985 36,600 35,664 332 19942 7,803 12,139 24,461 
1986 49,900 50,741 357 21,284 8,118 13,166 36,734 
1987 61,000 60,991 281 22,595 8,367 14,228 ' 46,772 
1988 73,900 74,592 -1,165 25,516 8,938 16,578 57,322 
1989 81,800 81,935 -971 28,013 9,117 18,836 62,964 
1990 81,500 85,152 1,504 30,584 9,614 20,970 64,573 
1991 68,100 67,700 ■ 7 ■ ■■■■ 33,393 9,493 23,900 44,200 
1992 49,400 50,625 -865 33,021 9,873 23,238 26,162 
1993 42,200 42,200 -747 32,551 9,790 22,761 19,439 
1994 26,400 26,958 -558 31,880 10,079 21,801 4,599 
*Sf>iirr'f Pfllilbmiii Dpnnrtmpnt n-pRinnnpp
 
Further,there have been other chatnatic shiftsin the demographicsofSan Bernardino
 
County residents. For example,in 1970,78%ofSanBernardino County's children were
 
Caucasian,16%Latino,4%African American,and2%other. By1990,the racial maker
 
up ofSan Bernardino County's children wasmade up of 52% Caucasian,34%Latino,
 
9%African-American, and5%other. Additioiiafty,the totalnumber ofchildren inS^
 
Bernardino county hasincreased from270,295 in 1980,to 439,223 in 1990. This is an
 
increase of62%. Current estimates ofthe child population in San Bernardino County are
 
approximately 574,717,for which 1 in4are receiving AFDC benefits.^*
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These facts and assumptions highlight several disturbing trends in San Bernardino
 
County, First,the number ofchildren living in poverty in San Bernardino County has
 
increased dramatically over the past fifteen years. Clearly,this could be interpreted as
 
another dismalexample ofthe failed "welfere state." Second,the increase in poverty has
 
been most profound in the urban areas of San Bernardino County. Third,the most
 
significant population growth has occurred inthe lowest socio-economic groups such as
 
AFDC recipients(adults and children)or poorly educated,lower skilled,low paid
 
workers. In fact,in 1995,an estimated 25%of San Bernardino Countyresidents over
 
twenty five years ofage had not completed high school. And finally,this rapid increase
 
in the number ofchildrenin poverty and AFDC dependent,has become an increasingly
 
costly problem(socially and financially)to an already strained Welfere system in San
 
Bernardino coxmty.
 
The theoretical basis ofcurrent welfare reform is that poverty and dependence on
 
government welfere programs such as AFDCcan be reduced through training,education
 
and the creation ofnewjobs. Clearly, educating and training welfare recipients to find
 
employment is the primary intention of workfare programs such as California's G.A.I.N.
 
program. However,a possible secondary impactofworkfare programs is the effect
 
education and training might have onthe birth rates ofwelfere to work participants. To
 
date,very little research has been conducted onthe possible effects oftraining and
 
education onthe birth rates ofwelfere recipients. The information generated from astudy
 
such as this could prove invaluable to decision makersin the welfere reform arena due to
 
the numerous possible impacts ofthe reduction or increase inthe birth rates ofwelfere
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recipients(i.e. monetary savings or increased expenditures related to raising each chUd,
 
societal costs ofraising children in poverty,and opportunity costs effected by birth rate).
 
Thus,the research problem to be examined in this study is; "do programs aimed at
 
reducing welfere dependence,such asthe G.A.LN.program,have an effect onthe birth
 
rates ofAFDC recipients?" This study will address this question by reviewing existing
 
research and testing the following hypotheses:
 
The Research Hypotheses
 
CausalHypothesis'.- LackofEducation Results in Higher Birth Rates.
 
Intervention Hypothesis:- Completion ofthe G.E.D. Componentofthe San Bernardino
 
County G.A.l.N.Program -(Decreases)-the Rate of Live BirthsFor those GA.LN.
 
Participants.
 
Definitions ofKey Terms
 
AFDC- Until 1996,the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program wasaFederally
 
mandated and funded "entitlement program"that guarantees poor families with children a
 
minimallevelofincome and health care(i.e. Medi-Cal).
 
Birth Rate - Is calculated asthe annualnumber oflive births per 1000 women.
 
G.A.LN./J.O.B.S.Program - The Greater Avenues Toward Independence or G.A.I.N.
 
program is the state ofCalifornia's version ofa workfare program enacted in 1985,as a
 
pilot project and expanded imder the federal"Family Support Act"of1988. The G.A.I.N.
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program requires AFDC recipients, with some exclusions(i.e. children under three),to
 
participate in assessment,job training,education,andjob placement in order to become
 
less or non-dependenton government assistance(AFDC).
 
G.E.D. Component- The G.A.I.N.program is comprised ofseveralcomponents inelndtng
 
the GeneralEducation Development Component(G.E.D,). This high schoolequivalency
 
component hasthe highest levelofclient participation and completion ofall the
 
components.
 
LongitudinalStudy - The study ofa research sample for the effects ofa specific
 
intervention over time.
 
PilotProject- Implementation ofan intervention or program onasmallscale, to study
 
the impactsofthe intervention or program in order to determine iffull implementation
 
would be beneficial.
 
Program Targets- The persons,households,organizations,communities,or other units at
 
which an intervention is directed.
 
Quasi-Experimentaldesign - Animpact research design in which"experimental"and
 
"control"groups are not randomlyformed.
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In summary,this study will:
 
1. Examine existing research to determine and discuss the statistical relationship ;
 
between education and birth rates in the United States,(basis of"Causal
 
Hypothesis")
 
2. Conduct original longitudinal research using a"Quasi-Experimental"designin
 
order to determine and study the statistically comparative relationship ofbirth rates
 
ofAFDC clients who complete the G.E.D.componentofthe G.A.I.N.program
 
(Experimental Group)and AFDC recipients who are referred, but do not complete
 
the G.E.D.componentofthe G.A.I.N.program(basis of"Intervention ;
 
Hypothesis").
 
3. Discuss the research findings in relationto the intervention hypothesis including
 
an examination ofthe primary and secondary variables and discuss research
 
limitations.
 
4. Present conclusions and recommendations based onthe findings ofboththe
 
causaland intervention hypotheses including an examination ofthe primary and
 
secondary impacts ofincreases and/or decreases in children bom into a"cycle of
 
welfare dependency."
 
5. And make recommendationsfor future research.
 
In addition to analyzing and testing the stated causaland intervention hypothesis,this
 
study willidentify and examine important demographic information(i.e. race,age,AFDC
 
status and number and agesofchildren)ofthe sample population in order to assess the
 
significance ofsecondary data.
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Limitations ofthe Study
 
Because this is in essence a study ofhuman behavior with all its complexities,this type
 
ofstudy will have some clear limitations. First,the possible effects ofuncontrolled
 
variables such as: 1. Reliability ofbirth control;2.Changing laws and funding effecting
 
the JOBS and G.A.LN.program;3.Effects ofother community programsthat aid the
 
poor(i.e. many private charity programs provide employmentrelated programs);4.
 
Institutional racism effecting employment opportunities; 5.Families living below the
 
poverty level not on AFDC;and finally,6.The possible unknown effects ofillegal
 
immigration onSan Bernardino counties AFDC program.
 
In addition to the possible effects ofuncontrolled variables,the results ofthis study
 
may provide only limited data in relation to other counties across the US. Although San
 
Bernardino Coimty hasa relatively large population ofapproximately 1.5 million residents
 
and is comprised ofboth rural and urban settings,San Bernardino also may have unique
 
differences(i.e. unusually highimemployment and large welfere population)that may
 
make the research findings less valid in relation to other areas.
 
Third,the results ofthis study may be less significant due to limitations inherent in a
 
quasi-experimental design. In other words,since it wasimpractical,ifnot impossible
 
(time,costs,availability ofdata),to have complete randomization ofthe experimentaland
 
controlgroups in this study,atrue experimentaldesign could not be used. However,
 
when evaluating the impacts ofspecific social interventions or programs,most social
 
science researchers mustrelyon data gathered through"non-randomized quasi-

experiments in which comparisons are made between experimental groups created outof
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targets who have been elected(or as in this study selected administratively)to participate
 
in a program and groupsofnon-participants who are in critical wayscomparable to
 
participants."^"
 
Finally, because ofnumerousfactors involved in selecting the sample ofAFDC
 
recipients and G.A.LN.participants to be used in this study(i.e. sample takenfrom only
 
one ofthe four district G.A.I.N. offices in San Bernardino county, sample size limited by
 
smallnumbersof G.A.I.N.participants that completed the G.E.D.between 1988 and
 
1995)this study has clear limitations in scope. However,even withthe limitations
 
discussed above this study should provide valiaable information for decision makersin the
 
realm ofwelfare reform and provide the groundwork for a more comprehensive study in
 
the future.
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 ■ CHAPTERn 
Conseryatives and liberals frequently debate the successes or failures ofthe welfare
 
state in America, However,most ofthe disagreement is based on political philosophy and
 
rhetoric rather then fact generated from einpirical studies. Unfortunately,whenexamining
 
the impactsofworkfere programs(primary and secondary),few structured impact studies
 
hate been conducted,thus,existing research in this area ofstudy is verylimited.
 
Conversely,the education-fertility relationship in developed countries has been studied
 
extensively,thuSj will be more critically reviewed in this chapter. Relevant existing
 
research will be critically reviewed and summarized below for both the"Causal"and
 
"Intervention"hypotheses.
 
The CausalHypothesis
 
"Lack(rfEducation Results irtHigher Birth Rates"
 
Inthis study,the carnalhypothesis will not be operationalized,but will be used only to
 
build atheoreticalfoundation(i.e. existing researchreview only)for the intervention
 
hypothesis.
 
In 1940,Leyboume and White conducted a study on"Education and Birth Rate"in
 
England. Inthis study,that wascommissioned to study the declining birth rate in
 
England,the researchersfound that in an attemptto "bridge the socialgap"that wasso
 
prevalent in England atthe tinae, quality education became the primary mode ofbridging
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this gap. Further,attaming an expensive and prestigious education wasno longer limited
 
to the nobles and extremely wealthy. Thus,having smaller families became "pressingly
 
expedient"to compensate for the costs ofeducation and moving up the socialladder.^'
 
During the early 1970'sthe"National CommissiononPopulation Growth and the
 
American Future"concluded,"there is abundant evidence that higher educational
 
attainment is associated with smaller families in the United States." Further,"The highest
 
fertility is among the least educated womenand the lowestamong women with the most
 
education.^^ In the mid-1970's,additional studies were conducted to examine
 
international fertility rates. The"World Fertility Survey"which fectored in variables such
 
as: education; marital status;femily income;and work history,found that the ultimate
 
niunber ofchildren is a near uniform negative function oftheir educational levels,even
 
whenfactoring in the effects ofthe other variables studied. In other words,mostofthe
 
data fromthe"World Fertility survey" concludes that in developed countries such asthe
 
United States,there is a hnear,inverse relationship between education and fertility.Infeet,
 
this 1977 studyfound that: Americans with some elementary education had an average of
 
4.03 children; with elementary education completed 3.12 children;with lower secondary
 
education 2.85 children;with completed secondary education 2.60 children;and with post
 
secondary education2.38 children(see Table2onthe following page). The Same study
 
found even more significant negative relationships between secondary education and birth
 
rates in less developed countries in Asia,South America and Afiica. However,in several
 
counties included in this study,a linear,inverse relationship between"post-secondary"
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education and fertility wasnotfound. Thus,this study appearsto be inconclusive with
 
respect to the effect ofcollege education on birthrates.
 
Table2
 
1977World FertiUty Table
 
Education BE BUL CZ DEN FIN PR GBR HUN ITAL NETH POL SP USA
 
SomeEIem. 2.17 2.84 3.82 2.46 3.01 3.43 3.13 2.84 3.09 3.05 4.03 
Elem Comp. 2.06 2.71 2.51 2.46 2.55 2.53 2.42 2.84 2.77 2.70 3.12 
Second(9-10) 2.29 1.88 2.47 2.29 2.43 2.38 2.32 2.06 2.18 2.51 2.40 2.78 2.85 
Higher Second 2.20 1.84 2.26 2.26 2.41 2.35 2.24 1.91 2.12 2.45 2.17 2.72 2.60 
Postsecondary 2.36 1.72 2.13 2.39 2.32 2.35 2.32 1.93 2.42 2.00 3.03 2.38 
*Source: World Fertility Survey,1977
 
Inastudy conducted on adolescent fertility in 1988,titled "First Birthsin America",
 
higher education levels werefound to be associated with lower levels ofadolescent
 
fertility. A very logical and well established cause ofthis relationship is thatthe time
 
commitmentrequired to complete higher levels ofeducation is extensive and widely
 
recognized by goal oriented teenagers. Asaresult,adolescents with high educational
 
aspirations are more likely to take a variety of actionsto ensure that they do not become
 
adolescent parents(i.e. abstinence, birth control,abortion).^^ One could also hypothesize
 
that causality operates inthe opposite direction,however,there is much debate over the
 
results ofempirical studies conducted in this area ofstudy.
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 In 1994,R.R.Rank concluded an extensive Study ofthe welfare system in Wisconsin.
 
In Rank's study,which included empirical data and extensive interviewsofwelfare clients,
 
hefoxmd that"the variable that best predicts increased childbirths while receiving welfere
 
is not having a high school diploma." The results ofthis study clearly challenge the
 
conservative theories that propose the primary causes of additional child births for welfere
 
dependents are the fiimncialincentivesto have additionalchildren(i.e, larger welfare
 
grants),or"promiscuity."
 
In another study of19,000 nationally sampled households conducted by the US Bureau
 
ofthe Censusin 1995,the researchersfound that AFDC mothers had an average birth rate
 
of2.6 as opposed to the birth rates of2.1 ofnon AFDC mothers.^'^ Although specific
 
variables such as education levels,job skills, employment history,ethnicity and illegitimacy
 
were not directly examined in this study,the results ofthis study can be directly applied to
 
this research. First,this study is one ofthe few nationally sampled empirical studies
 
comparing the birth rates ofAFDC and non AFDC mothers. And finally,the US Census
 
study re-enforces the significance ofthe research problem which theorizes that additional
 
children bom into poverty(AFDC dependence)present a significant and costlyproblem to
 
welfere program administrators and other key stakeholders. Clearly,a more
 
encompassing study such as this would provide invaluable information to welfare reform
 
decision nwkers.
 
Close examination ofthe literature provides severaltheoreticalexplanations ofhow
 
education directly and indirectly affects fertility rates. Education directly affects fertility
 
by shaping psychological orientationsfavoring smaller families.^' For example,education
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has beenfound to influence a broad spectrum ofsocial-psychological orientations in
 
womenincluding: a sense offreedom fi^ om the traditional expectation ofbearing children;
 
heightened aspirations for selfand their children;developing attitudes and sentiments
 
toward having smaller femilies;greater faith in medicalscience and technology(i.e.lower
 
rates ofinfant mortality and childhood deaths);and,an acceptance ofthe American
 
society's promotion ofbirth control.
 
Education indirectlydL^QcXs fertility byinfluencing a myriad ofsocial,economic and
 
demographic variables(i.e. employment status,economy,marriage status,age of
 
marriage,knowledge and practiceofcontraception)which,in turn,affect fertility.^^ First,
 
more educated women are more likely to become part ofthe labor force which leads to
 
Selfsufficiency. Further,selfsufficient women are less inclined to early marriage and
 
earlier child bearing. Put more simply,time spent attaining higher levels ofeducation and
 
pursuing professional goals willlikely reduce the time spent having and raising children.
 
Another popular theory that links decreased fertility to education is Mason's"Role
 
Hiatus Hypothesis." Thistheory also suggests that time spent in non-familial roles during
 
early adulthood can alter women'straditional"sex-role"attitudes and tastes for paid
 
employment. Further,these"tastes forwork allow employmentto partially or completely
 
fulfillthe needstraditionally met by motherhood." "Given opportunities to engage in
 
alternate roles,some women will find other activities(i.e. education,work) more
 
rewarding than childbearing,and successive postponementscan eventually result in
 
voluntary childlessness." Clearly,the current trend in the United States is that many more
 
woman who are educated professionals are waiting far later into their child bearing years
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to begin starting a femily; Often the benefits ofemployment bbmpete with a Woman's
 
desire-to haA?e'children;.
 
Secondj educated womencan better assess the relative costsofhaving children. Their
 
education can reduce the economic utility oftheir children in several ways."' For example,
 
thus,the cost ofa higher education would significantly increase\wth each child. Further^
 
aneducated Wornan may attribute the size ofher femilyto anoverallstandard ofliving by
 
relating the costs ofhousings health care,vacations and basic care(i.e. clothes,food etc.)
 
for each additional child. Glearfyjthe cost ofraising each additional child 1^^ economic
 
:impact'bhthe^femily.;
 
The finalimportant variable that is indirectly affected by educatibhisthe knowledge
 
and practice of femily planning. In developed countries knowledge and practice of
 
contraception are closely linked to the educational level ofmen and women.^* Family
 
programs increasingly provided after the primary grades. Thus,the higher the education
 
Insummary,empiricalstudies have generally reported negative overallrelationships
 
between education and fertility. The strength ofthe causalrelationship tendsto vary
 
in
 
counties with modest development. While the transition ftom illiteracy to literacy usually
 
depresses fertility,the most substantial fertility reductions often come with increases from
 
elementary to secondary schooling."^ Theoretical explanations ofthe negative relationship
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 between education and fertility include direct and indirect influences ofeducation on
 
variables that mustbefectored into the discussion ofthe affects ofeducation on fertility
 
rates.
 
There is evidence that proponents ofthe Welfare Reform Actof1996,find some
 
validity in empirical evidence that suggests a negative relationship between education and
 
fertility, in that, budgetary provisions have been made to reduce the rates ofillegitimate
 
births through educationalprograms. Infeet,the federal government is offering $400
 
million in bonusesto states that create the most successful programs in reducing or
 
containing the rates ofillegitimate births.^®
 
To conclude this chapter,relevant existing research will be reviewed in relation to the
 
"Intervention Hypothesis"presented below:
 
TheIntervention Hypothesis
 
"Completion ofthe G.E.D. Componentofthe San Bernardino County G.A.I.N.Program
 
-Decreases-the Rate ofLive Birthsfor those G.A.LN.Participants."
 
To date,there have been a number ofstudies ofwelfare reform\yhich have examined
 
issues such as: costs vs. benefits ofwelfere and workfare programs;demographics and
 
dynamicsofAFDC recipients;long-term AFDC dependence;and employment and
 
earnings ofworkfere participants. Unfortunately,little research has been completed in
 
relationto the effects of"welfare to work"programsonthe birthrates ofprogram
 
participants. In:^ct,not until social science researchersJudith M.Gueron and Edward
 
Pauly,in their 1991 study"From Welfare to Work",did any researcher suggest a causal
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 relationship between participation in"weifere to work"programs and reductions in
 
birthrates. According to this study,teenparents,single mothers with out-of-wedlock
 
children,and two parent families with multiple children and fewjob skills, make up most
 
ofthe estimated 1/3 ofall AFDG recipients classified as "life long" welfare dependents.
 
They argue that by reducing the number ofchildren AFDC recipients bear into poverty,
 
chronic welfare dependents will, at the very least, attain a higher standard ofliving by not
 
further dividing already meager family resources. Their research further suggests,that
 
"welfare to work"programs such asthe JOBS program,mayreduce birth rates of
 
program participants by simply retraining and educating AFDC recipients to achieve
 
independence and break their own"cycle ofpoverty."^'
 
In 1990,David Stoesz and Howard Jacob Karger published "Wel&re Reform;Front
 
Illusion to Reality",which presented a historical prospectiveon America's shift:to a
 
"conservative vision"ofwelfare reform in the 80's and 90's, They argue that current
 
AFDC programs have fi-actured the family,eroded the work ethic,and encouraged
 
undesirable behavior. They present a convincing argumentfor building "basic values
 
training"(i,e. hard work,family,independence)into "welfere to work"programsin an
 
effort to reduce behaviors such as drug use and outofwedlock births. Family planning is
 
seen as an essential elementofa successful"welfare to work"program.
 
In 1993,"The AFDC Conundrum:A New Look at an Old Institution"by George W.
 
Lieberman,suggested an even more drastic measure to reform welfare and preventing
 
"young welfare mothers"fi-om bringing new children into poverty. He concludes that
 
"welfare to work"programs such asthe JOBS programs Would not likely address the
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immense problem ofchildren bom to AFDC mothers unless are-socialization component
 
was made a mandatory part ofthese programs. Further,he condones reinstating apast
 
program ofthe institutionalization(i.e. group homes,maternity homes)ofunwed mothers
 
in order to assure education,re-socialization,and the reductionofwelfere dependent
 
children.^^
 
Further,in an extensive study ofteenage pregnancy conducted in 1979,C.S.Chilman
 
foimd that the higher the number ofchildren a women has at a young age(i.e. 16-25)the
 
lower her educationallevelis likely to be. According to Chilman,lower education
 
frequently equates withlower earning potential which inturn equates to a greater
 
likelihood ofwelfere dependence. From his study,which included data gathered from
 
surveys and demographical statistics fromalarge sample ofAFDC recipients,Chilman
 
concluded,that welfare reform must create workfare programsthat train and educate to
 
achieve a variety ofgoals including rmderstanding the limits oftheir resources and fenuly
 
planning.^''
 
These rather conservative theories have been met with strong opposition fromthe
 
National Association ofSocial Workers(NASW)and by the majority ofresearchers inthe
 
social work field. In a recent meeting ofthe NASW,the consensus wasthat"welfere to
 
work"programs are punitive and tend to have negative consequencesfor labor in general
 
only by flooding thejob market with a hrge poolofiinskilled, predominatelyfemale
 
workers. Theyconcluded that,these programs often provide little training or support
 
services(i.e. coimseling,child care)to program participants. Further,that clients who are
 
in the highest need for these services are often given deferrals from participation so
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programscan claim success by helpmg only those who are more highly ahd more
 
likely to succeed. And finally,the low skilled participants who remain in the program are
 
often forced to work in poor conditions for low wages. Therefore,there is little incentive
 
to keep these mothers fromreturning to the welfare rolls and having more AFDC
 
dependent children.'^^
 
Two important articles by social work researcher CharlesR.Atherton,"APragmatic
 
Defense ofthe Welfere State Against the Ideological Challenge fromthe Right",1990,
 
and"APragmatic Approach to the Problem ofPoverty",1992,argue that it is virtually
 
impossible to provide even remedial employment opportunities for all able bodied
 
Americans.^® Therefore,the existence ofwelfare programs is inevitable in order to
 
preserve employment opportunities for those who desire to work. He claimsthat the
 
"Utopian dream"offull employment must be exchanged for more realistic solutions to
 
eliminating poverty.^'
 
In conclusion,little research has been conducted in the area ofwelfare reform in
 
relation to "welfare to work"programs such as the JOBS program(national model),and
 
the theory that these programs may,in fact,reduce the birthrate ofprogram participants.
 
Therefore,this is in essence an originalstudy that seeks new knowledge about an existing
 
social problem(basic research),and further attemptsto establish a direct relationship
 
betweeneducation and the decrease in birthrates ofworkferej)9tticipahts. Eventhough
 
this is a study ofan existing program(J0BS/G.A.1.N.),this is not an evaluative study,in
 
that,reducing birth rates ofAFDC recipients is nota stated or"intended impact"ofthe
 
Family Support Actof1988,or a specific objective ofthe JOBS program. This relatively
 
new theory that argues that the implementation of"welfere to work"programs(that
 
provide education)mayhave an unintended impactofdecreased birth rates ofprogram
 
participants(thus reductions in welfare costs)has yet to be substantiated by research.
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ChapterIII
 
METHODSOF STUDY
 
The Research Design
 
Whenconducting social research a large class ofimpact assessment designs consist of
 
non-randomized quasi-experiments in which comparisons are made between
 
"experimentalgroups"created out oftargets who have elected(or who have been selected
 
administratively)to participate in aprogram and"controlgroups"ofnon-participants who
 
are in critical ways comparable to experimentalgroup participants. These research
 
techniques are called "quasi-experimental"because,the experimentaland control groups
 
lack the randomizing procedures essentialfor conducting a"true experiment." Several
 
types ofquasi-experimental designs can be used to study the impacts ofsocialprograms or
 
specific treatments;however,the most commonly used is the"matched constructed
 
controlgroup"design.^^
 
In the matched constructed research design,a group oftargets are selected,bythe
 
researcher or program administrators,to receive a specific intervention(experimental
 
group). To provide estimates ofoutputs in absence ofa specific intervention,the
 
researcher selects matching unserved targets to form a control group. The matched
 
constructed control groupscan be chosen among existing groups or they may be
 
aggregates ofindividuals who are comparable to the targets receiving the intervention.
 
For example,a researcher who is studying the impacts ofanew medicaltreatmentfor
 
heroin addicts might select experimental(i.e. receiving new treatment)and controlgroups
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 (not receiving new treatnient)by choosing targets with sifflilar demographic characteristics
 
from an existing treatmentprogramsuch as a methadone clinic or by selectinga control
 
group made up ofheroin addictsreceiving no treatment. Clearly,in a study such asthis,
 
aslong asthe experimentaland control groups were statistically similar in relevant ways,
 
comparisons between the treatment and non-treatment outcomesofthe experimentaland
 
controlgroups would provide variable and significant information to the researcher and
 
other key stakeholders, The essentialcomponent in the use ofthematched constructed
 
design is thatthe targets receiving the intervention mustresemble the untreated targets as
 
mush as possible (i.e. demographics,other key variables).
 
This research will use a"matched constructed"quasi-experimentaldesign using a
 
sample ofG.A.I.N.program participants that have been referred to and completed the
 
G.E.D.component ofthe G.A.I.N.program as an experimental group,and a sample of
 
those referred to the G.E.D.component but who failed to complete it as the control
 
group. In theory,the experimentaland controlgroups in this study will be very similar
 
demographically and in relation to otherkey variables(i.e. education,employment
 
histories,job skills, number ofchildren)because all clients referred to the G.A.I.N.
 
program are also AFDC recipients who meetspecific referral criteria. Additionally,the
 
sample used for both the experimentaland cohtrdlgroups are AFDC Clients who attended
 
the initial G.A.I.N. orientation and assessment and were referred to the G.E.D.component
 
ofthe G.A.I.N.program due to lack ofa high school diploma or the equivalent(G.E.D.).
 
Finally, excluding the additional services provided to the G.E.D.recipients by G.A.I.N.,
 
clients in both the experimentaland controlgroupsImd received similar welfare benefits
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(AFDC,food stamps and Medi-Cal),thus,indicating further similarity between these
 
groups.
 
In this study,"completion ofthe G.E.D.component ofthe San Bernardino County
 
G.A.LN,Program" wasthe independent variable,and the"number ofchild births for
 
G.A.I.N. participants" wasthe dependent variable. Further,this study wasconducted asa
 
longitudinal study examining existing data fromthe Victorville G.A.I.N office from 8-1­
88through 6-30-94 and significant data from the State ofCalifornia AFDCrecordsfrom
 
8-1-88 through 1-30-96. More simply,aU live births fromthe experimentaland control
 
groups were calculated and compared on an annual basis from 1988 through 1995 to
 
determine the ongoing validity ofthe hypothesis.
 
The Research Sample
 
Asstated above,the samplesfor this study were selected fromthe 1,252 AFDC clients
 
that were referred to the G.E.D.componentofthe G.A.I.N.program inthe Victorville
 
G.A.I.N.office between 8-1-88 and 6-30-94. From the Kst of1,252total clients,the San
 
Bemardmo Coimty G.A.I.N.administration provided separate randomized Hsts ofthe 259
 
clients that completed the G.E.D.componentofG,A.1.N.and the 993AFDC clients that
 
were referred to the G.E.D.component but foiled to participate. To provide the longest
 
time frame possible for this longitudinal study,onlythe clients that completed the G.E.D.
 
or were referred but did not participate in the G.E.D.component before 1991 were used
 
for this Study. Thus,the sample populations in this study were reduced considerably.
 
Specifically,there were 77valid cases ofG.A.I.N.clients that had completed the G.E.D.
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the G.E.D.component ofG.A.I.N. without completion(cohtfol group). Therefore,this
 
study examinesthecriticaldata for atimesp^ofapproximately five yems,fioni 1990
 
through 1995. Finally,since the matched constructed quasi-experimental design requires
 
that the experimentaland controlgroups be ofsimilar size,every sbcth case wastaken
 
a control group of77Cases which is equalto the experimentalgroup.
 
race,numberofchildren,age),this research sample waschosenfor severalreasons. First
 
and foremost,the sample wastaken fi-om the Victorville G.A.I.N.ofBce due primarily to
 
the feet that G.AJ-N.wasimplemented in MctorviUe approximately t\Vo yems before
 
Other district ofBcesin San Bernardino county asa"pilot project",thus,providing the
 
office serves arelatively diverse ethnic population ofAFDC clients that reside ina variety
 
ofrural and more urbanized settings. Therefore,this sample,as opposed to asamplefrom
 
a(
 
overall diversity ofAFDC clients. Finally, G.A.I.N.administrators were only willing to
 
provide the necessary datafor one ofthe smaller G.A.I.N.offices such as Victorville or
 
Redlandsdue to the humanresource costs involved in generating the necessary data. In
 
fact, because G.A.I.N.does not typically provide statistical reports that provide social
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security and AfDC caseload numbersofclients, it was necessary for a program analyst to
 
construct acomputer program especially for this study.
 
In conclusion,although there wasa valid rationale involved in the selection ofthe
 
sample population in this study,the sample fromthe Victorville G.A.LN.office does
 
appear to have some limitations(i.e. demographicsofresearch sample compared to San
 
Bernardino County,California and U.S.populations). Clearly,these limitations may affect
 
the generalization ofthe research findings and conclusions. However,these findings and
 
coiiclusions will provide relevant information and provide aresearch framework that can
 
be used for the further studies ofthisproblem. This and other limitations ofresearch wiU
 
be discussed ingreater detail in Chapter V,"Research findmgs."
 
Discussion ofStatistical Tools
 
The primary statisticaltoolused in this study was"one way amlysis ofvariance"
 
(ANOVA). The ANOVA procedure is based ona mathematical proofthat the sample
 
data can be made to yield two independent estimates ofthe population variance:^^
 
1. Within-group(or 'Prror'') variance estimate. TMsestimateis basedon how
 
different each ofthe scores in a given sample or group is from other scores in the
 
same group.
 
2. Beiween-group variance estimate. This estimate is based onhow different the
 
means ofthe various samples or groups are from one another.
 
Ifthe samples allcome fromthe same normally distributed population(or from
 
'matched constructed"populations with equal meansand variances), it can be
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mathematically proven that the between group variance estimate and the within group
 
variance estimate will be about equalto each other and to the population variance.
 
Further,the larger the between-group variance estimate is in comparison to the within
 
group variance estimate,the more likely it is that the samples do notcome from
 
populations with equal means. For example,in this study,ANOVA wasused primarily to
 
determine the between group variance ofthe experimentaland control groupsin relation
 
to key variables such as age,race,number ofchildren pre G.E.D.referral,and number of
 
children post G.E.D.referral.
 
The actual computationalprocedures in ANOVA statistical analysis involve complex
 
mathematicalprocedures that were conducted with the assistance ofa computer. The
 
basic ANOVA process involvesthe following simplified steps. The first step inthe
 
ANOVA design is to compute the sumofsquares between groups(SSb),the smnof
 
squares within groups(SSw),and the totalsumofsquares(SSt). Asum ofsquares is
 
nothing more than asum ofsquared deviations.
 
Inthe next step,the sum ofsquares between groups and sum ofsquares within groups
 
are divided by the appropriate degrees offreedom. The values obtained from this are
 
called mean squares,and are estimatesofthe population variance. In this step,the
 
degrees offreedom between groups(dfa)is equalto: dfs=k-1 (wherek=number of
 
groups)and the degrees offreedom within groups(dfw)is equalto: dfw=N-k (whereN
 
=total number ofobservations/clients). In this equation,the mean squares between
 
groups(MSb)and the mean squares within groups(MSw)are equalto:
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 'MSw—
 
The fimlcbinputationalst^^ to compute the fatio which is
 
the ratio ofthe variance between the groupsand withinthe groups. Having computed the
 
mean squares,theFratio is calculated by using the following formula:
 
::;:V';;F= MSb7-MSw-

AfterFis calculated using the above formula,Fis compared to tabulated "critical values"
 
groups.
 
In summaryANOVA calculates the variance within each group then comparesthose to
 
the calculated variance between the two groups(experimentaland control). The actual
 
comparison is made by taking the ratio ofthe variance between the groupsto that within
 
the groups. This ratio calledFis represented bythe following formula: F=MSb./MS,v.
 
Clearly,when this ratio is large,the groups are different. Finally,this calculatedFis
 
compared to tabulated "critical values"ofFto determine the significance ofthis
 
difference.{*Note: This entire statistical analysis including the tabulationofcritical
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Data Gathering and AnalyticalProcess
 
In this study,there were numerous critical steps required to complete the gathering and
 
analysis ofthe critical data. The data gathering and analyticalprocess used in this study is
 
suinmarized below.
 
The first step in the data gathering process required the use oftheSan Bernardino
 
G.A.I.N.program data base to generate the totalsample of1,252AFDC recipients that
 
had been referred to the G.E.D.component ofthe VictorvilleG.A.I.N.program between
 
8-1-88 and 6-30-94(This is described in detail in the"research sample"section above).
 
Each ofthese 1,252 AFDC recipients were identified by their AFDC and Social Security
 
numbers and placed on one oftwo randomized computer generated lists, One list
 
contained the 259 G.A.1.N referred AFDC clients that completed the G.E.D.component
 
and the other list contained the 993 G.A.I.N.referred AFDC clients that did not
 
participate in the G.E.D.component ofG.A.I.N. The experimentaland control group
 
samples were reduced to 77in each group and were determined as described above in the
 
research sample section.
 
The next major step in the data gathering process required the irse the statewide
 
welfare data base to extract the data relevant to this study such as race,age,number of
 
children pre-G.E.D.,number ofchildren post-G.E.D.,and AFDC status. This data was
 
extracted byimputing the AFDC and Social Security numbersofeach client in the
 
experimentaland control groups. Each welfere case in this study wasexamined for
 
relevant datafrom 8-1-88 through 1-30-96.
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The third step in this process was the developmentofa data spread sheet consisting of
 
categories ofimportant demographic information(i.e.age,race,number ofchildren pre
 
and post G.E.D.,G.A.LN.referral date,G.E.D.completion date,number ofbirths for
 
each year examined,etc.). In this study,the experimentaland control group spread sheets
 
were developed using Microsoft Excelwhich was also used for all the data processing
 
required in this study.
 
After the appropriate spread sheets were developed(one for the experimental group
 
and a similar spread sheetfor the control group),the fourth step in this process wasthe
 
entry ofallthe relevant AFDC and G.A.I.N. data fromeach case into the prepared
 
"Excel"spread sheets. The spreadsheets were used asa data sorting toolthat allowed for
 
both primary(i.e. actualraw numbersofpre - G.E.D.and post - G.E.D.births for both
 
experimentaland control groups)and secondary data(age,race,AFDC status)to be
 
sorted for statistical analysis.
 
Fromthe data entered into the experimentaland control group spread sheets,the next
 
step involved athorough statistical analysis(one wayANOVA tests)comparing both
 
groups in relation to age,race,nrnnber ofchildren pre G.E.D.referral,and number of
 
children after G.E.D.referral. This step was explained in detail in the "statisticaltools"
 
section above. From the statistical analysis,tables and graphs were developed for each
 
variable studied in order to present clear and concise research findings.
 
The finalstep in this process wasto summarize the research findings with conclusions,
 
program recommendations,and suggestionsfor further study. In this finalresearch step.
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the information obtained in the examination ofboth the causal hypothesis and the
 
intervention hypothesis were used to make the final conclusions and recommendations.
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ChapterIV
 
DATAPROCESSING ANDSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS
 
Collection ofData
 
Asstated in the previous chapter,the intervention hypothesis wastested by
 
constructing equal sized experimentaland controlgroups using a matched constructed
 
quasi-experimental design. Datafrom each experimentaland controlgroup case was
 
entered into the appropriate spread sheet in the appropriate category. Specifically,the
 
categories in the experimental group were case number,G.E.D.completion date,sex,age,
 
race,nrunber ofcbildren pre-G.E.D.,children bom from 1989tbrougb 1995(one column
 
for eacb year),current AFDC status,number ofcbildren post-G.E.D.,and totalnumber of
 
cbildren. Tbe experimentalgroup primary data:spread sbeet is attached to this study as
 
Appendfac A. Tbe categories in controlgroup primary data spread sheet are the same as
 
tbe e>q)erimentalgroup except control cases are categorized by"G.E.D.referral date"
 
rather than as"G.E.D.completion date"as are tbe experimental cases. The control group
 
primary data spread is attached to this study aS AppendixB.
 
Tbe primary experimentaland controlgroup data is summarized onthe following page
 
in Table3. Table 3represents tbe experimentaland controlgroup data in relation to the
 
primary variable(number ofbirths post G.E.D.)which tests the hypothesis,and tbe
 
secondary variables(age,race,and number ofcbildren pre-G.E.D.)which were used to
 
determine tbe similarity oftbe experimentaland controlgroups.
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Tables
 
Summary ofallData Used
 
(each variable has been sorted into appropriate rangesfor analysis ofdistributions)
 
Age E % C % Race E % C % Num Pre % Pre % Post % Post % Tot % Tot % 
X O X 0 of child G G G G Exp. Con 
P N P N E E E E 
T T D D D D 
Exp Con Exp Con 
1-20 0 0 0 0Cauc 57 74 53 69 0 0 0 0 0 60 78 39 51 0 0 0 0 
21-25 3 4 6 8 Hisp 15 19 18 23 1 19 25 25 32 17 22 19 25 16 21 11 14 
26-30 17 22 19 25 Black 5 6 5 6 2 35 45 28 36 0 0 12 16 27 35 21 27 
31-35 19 25 22 29 Other 0 0 1 1 3 17 22 16 21 0 0 6 8 23 30 21 27 
36-40 25 32 19 25 4 2 3 6 8 0 0 1 1 5 6 13 17 
41-45 9 12 8 10 5 3 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 6 7 9 
46-55 2 3 2 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51-55 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 5 
56-60 1 1 0 0 
Totals 77 77 77 77 170 165 17 65 191 231
 
The statistical comparison section below analyzes the data presented in table 3using
 
ANOVA statistical analysis to deterrnine the similarity ofthe experimentaland control
 
groups,thus,establishing the validity ofthe research sample,
 
Statistical Comparison Between the Experimentaland ControlGroups
 
Tables4through6,listed below,use ANOVA analysis to compare the experimental
 
and controlgroupsin relation to the variables ofage,race and number ofchildren pre-

G.E.D.respectively.
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Table4
 
Comparison ofExperimentaland ControlGroupsin Termsofthe Age Variable
 
(single factor ANOYA analysis)
 
Anova:Single Factor AGE
 
SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Age Experimental 77 2721 35.34 44.06 
Age Control 77 2619 34.01 40.54 
ANOVA
 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value Fcrit
 
Between Groups 67.56 1 67.56 1.60 0.21 3.90
 
Within Groups 6430.21 152 42.30
 
Total 6497.77 153
 
Table4is asummaryofANOYA analysis ofthe age variable. Based onthe sample
 
size in this studythe critical value ofFis approximately 3.9. Therefore,ifthe calculated
 
value ofFis below 3.9 the variance between the experimentaland control groups is not
 
significant. ThecalculatedFvalue for the age variable in this study is approximately 1.6.
 
Thus,with respect to agCjthe experimentaland control group are the same withinthe
 
acceptable limits ofexperimental error. The graph pictured onthe following page
 
provides further illustration ofthe distribution ofages and ofthe general similarity ofthe
 
experimentaland control groups in this study.
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Comparison ofExperimentaland ControlGroupsin TeimsoftheEace Variable
 
(single fectorANOVA analysis)
 
Anova:Single Factor RACE
 
SUMMARY
 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance
 
Race Experimental 77 102 1.32 0.35
 
Race Gontrol 77 108 1.40 0.45
 
ANOVA
 
Source of Variation SS df MS P-vaiue Fcrit
 
Between Groups 0.23 : 1 '. 0.58 0.45 3.90
 
Within Groups 6140 152

Total 61.64 153
 
Table5 is asummaryofANOVA analysis oftheface variable. Again,based onthe
 
size in this studythe critical v^ue ofFis apprbximately3.9. Therefore,ifthe
 
groups is not sighificant. The calculatedFvaluefor the race variable in this studyis
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 approximately.6. Thus,with respect to race,the experimentaland control groups are
 
similar within the acceptable limits ofexperimental error(table 5). Clearly,the between
 
group variance is extremelylow with respect to race. The"Race Graph"pictured below
 
provides further illustration ofthe distribution ofrace and ofthe general similarity ofthe
 
experimental and control groups in this study.
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Table6
 
Comparison ofExperimentaland Control Groupsin Terms ofthePre-GED Number
 
ofChildren Variable
 
(single factor ANOVA analysis)
 
Anova:Single Factor PRE GED Number of Children
 
SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Experimental 77 170 2.21 1.22 
Control 77 165 2.14 1.28 
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ANOVA
 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-vaiue Fcrit
 
Between Groups 0.16 1 0.16 0.13 0.72 3.90
 
Within Groups 190.10 152 1.25
 
Total 190,27 153
 
Table6is asummaryofANOVA analysis ofthe number ofchildren pre-G.E.D. Once
 
again,based onthe sample size in this studythe critical value ofFis approximately 3.9.
 
Therefore,ifthe calculated value ofFis below 3.9the variance between the experimental
 
and control groups is not significant. The calculatedFvalue for this variable is
 
approximately.13. Thus,with respect to this variable,the experimentaland control
 
groups are even more similar than they were with respectto age(Table4)or race(Table
 
5). The between group variance in respect to niimber ofchildren pre-G.E.D is virtually
 
non existent in this study. The graph pictured on the following page provides further
 
illustration ofthe distribution ofthis variable and ofthe general similarity ofthe
 
experimentaland controlgroups in this study.
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Pre-G.E.D.Comparison Graph
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In conclusion,in relation to the pre-experimental variables discussed above(age,race,
 
number ofchildren pre-G.E.D.),the experimentaland control groups are clearly similar
 
and within acceptable limits ofexperimental error. Therefore,the sample in this
 
experiment has met the burden ofthe matched controlled quasi-experimental design and
 
are statistically similar. Thus,the experimentalfindings are significant in relation to the
 
population(sample)studied.
 
These pre-test group similarities are further empathized by the "all data comparison
 
table"(Table 7onthe following page). This table shows experimentaland control group
 
similarities by comparing the groups using common mathematical measures such as
 
averages,standard deviation, variance,skewness and kurtosis.
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■ ■ ■ ■ 'Table-t-
Comparison ofAllData
 
(two columns per category with experimental group first and control group second)
 
Comparison AGE RACE Children pre Children -post Children total 
Statistic Exp. Cont. Exp. Cont. Exp. Cont. Exp. Cont. Exp. Cont. 
Ave 35.3377 34.0130 1.3247 1.4026 2.2Q78 2.1429 0.2727 0.8442 9.4805 3.0000 
StdDev 6.6384 6.3670 0.5947 0.6739 1.1043 1.1322 0.5534 1.0395 1.2097 1.4956 
Var. 44.0687 40.5393 0.3537 0.4542 1.2194 1.2820 0.3062 1.0807 1.4634 2.2368 
Kurtosis 1.1109 -0.0539 1.7874 2.5207 4.3239 3.3404 2.8870 0.1702 1.7003 0.7083 
Skewness 0.7182 0.5103 1.6811 1.6895 1.6206 1.3869 1.9449 1.0424 1.0540 0.8722 
Note: Skewness is the lack ofsymmetrical distribution in a data simple. Kurtosis is the degree
 
of"peakedness"in a distribution ofa data sample.
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ChapterV
 
RESEARCHFINDINGS
 
Testing theIntervention Hypothesis
 
Intervention Hypothesis: Completion ofthe G.E.D. ComponentoftheSan
 
Bernardino G.A.I.N.Program-Decreases- the Rate ofLive Birthsfor G.A.I.N.
 
Participants in San Bernardino County Who Have Completedthe G.E.D.
 
Component.
 
In chapterIV,the experimentaland control groups were shownto he statistically
 
similar in relation to the primary pre-test variables(age,race,number ofchildren pre-

G.E.D.) To test the validity ofthe intervention hypothesis,ANOYA analysis was
 
conducted by comparing the experimentaland control groupsin relation to the total
 
numbers oflive births for each group between 1989and 1995. The results of ANOYA
 
analysis for the post test variable(childrenbom to experimentaland control group clients
 
after completion or referralto theG.E.D.component ofthe G.A.I.N.program)are listed
 
below(Table 8).
 
Table8
 
Comparison ofExperimentaland ControlGroupsin TermsofthePost-GED
 
NumberofChildren Variable
 
(single factor ANOYA analysis)
 
Anova:Single Factor POST GED Number of Children
 
SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Experimental 77 21 0.27 0.31 
Control 77 65 0.84 1.08 
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ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P'Value Fcrit 
Between Groups 12.57 ■ ■■ 1 12.57 18.13 3.60 3.90 
Within Groups 106.40 152 0.69 
Total 117.98 153
 
Note:These groups are different eveh when theFtest is done atthe0.1%level. Therefore,there isonly
 
.E.D.). Once
 
again,based onthesample size i
 
Therefore,if1
 
and contrbl groupsis hotsignifie^t
 
approximately 18,1; Thus,wi
 
groups are is very high). Clearly,the results ofthe
 
is,in that,the clients in
 
1995. examine the long-term effects ofthe
 
it appears
 
G.E.D.reduced number ofbirths)were
 
(1990-1995).
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Comparison ofExperimentaland ControlGroups Post-G.E.D.
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To more thoroughly examine the research findings inrelation to the intervention 
hypothesis, it is also critical to examine the data in terms ofraw numbers and simple ratios 
(Table 9, on the next page, provides a summary of the experimental and control group 
births between 1989 and 1995). For example, as a group, the control group had 
approximately four times as many children as the experimental group between 1989 and 
50 
a
 
significant difference between the ejiperimentaland controlgroupsin relation to the totM
 
.E.D.)was
 
with each clieht having no more than one child. However,in the controlgroup 19cMent^
 
had more than one additional child after being referred to the G.E.D.component ofthe
 
G.A.I.N.program(Table9).
 
FinaUy,in thisstudy,controlgroup cUents were tiyice as like^^ have additional
 
G.E.D.,while 38 ofthe 77control group clients had additional children during thatsame
 
time frame. More simply,in this study,clients in the experimental group were over50%
 
less likely to have additional children in comparison to the controlgroup. This,fiirther
 
highlights the significance ofthe research findings in relation to the intervention
 
hypothesis. ''
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 Table9
 
Summary ofAllData Used in this Study
 
(each variable has been sorted into appropriate rangesfor analysis ofdistributions)
 
Age ■E" % c % Race E % G % Nurh Pre % Pre % Post % Post % Tot % Tot % 
X G X 0 of child G \ G G G Exp. Con 
P N P N E E ■ •■E> 
T D D D D 
Exp Con Exp Con 
1-20 0 0 0 Q Cauc 57 74 53 69 0 0 0 0 0 60 78 39 51 0 0 0 0 
21-25 3 4 6 8 Hlsp 15 19 18 23 1 19 25 25 32 17 22 19 25 16 21 11 14 
26-30 17 22 19 25 Black 5 6 5 6 2 35 45 28 36 0 0 12 16 27 35 : 21 27 
31-35 19 25 22 29 Other 0 0 1 1 3 17 22 16 21 0 0 8 23 30 21 27 
36-40 25 32 19 25 2 3 6 8 V; 0 0 1 1 •■ ;v:-5 6 13 17 
41-45 9 12 8 10 5 '3 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 6 7 9 
46-55 2 3 2 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P 0 0 0 0 
51-55 4 1 1 7 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 5 
56-60 1 1 0 0 
Totals 77 77 77 77 170 165 17 65 191 231 
Discussion of the Uncohtrolled Variables: "Limitations of the Study" 
As discussed inchapter one, any study of socialproblems is inessence a study of 
humanbehavior with all its complexities. Therefore, some of the obvious uncontrolled 
variables in this study might include: 1. Reliability ofbirth control; 2. Changing laws and 
funding effecting the JOBS and G.A.I.N. program; 3. Effects ofother community 
programs that aid the poor (i.e. many private charity programs provide additional 
education andemployment relatedprograms); 4. Institutionalracism effecting employment 
opportunities; 5. Families living below the poverty levelnot on AFDC; 6. The possible 
unknown effects of illegal immigration on SanBernardino counties AFDC program and 
the job market; and finally; 7. The lack of data regarding infant mortality inboth the 
experimental and control groups inthis study. 
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Next,in addition to the possible effects ofuncontrolled variables,the results ofthis
 
study maylack the sample size and diversity to make generalizations and conclusions in
 
relation to other coimties across the United States. Although San Bernardino County has
 
a relatively large population ofapproximately 1.5 million residents and is comprised of
 
both rural and urban settings,San Bernardino and specifically the Victorville community
 
may also have unique differences(i.e. unusually high unemploymentand large welfere
 
population)that may make the research findings less valid in relation to other areas.
 
Finally,the results ofthis study may be less significant due to limitations inherent ina
 
quasi-experimental design. In other words,since it wasimpractical,ifnot impossible
 
(time,costs,availability ofdata),to have complete randomization ofthe experimentaland
 
controlgroupsin this study,a true experimental design could not be used. However,
 
when evaluating the impacts ofspecific socialinterventions or programs,most social
 
science researchers mustrely on data gathered through"non-randomized quasi-

experiments in which comparisons are made between experimentalgroups created outof
 
targets who have been elected(or as in this study selected administratively)to participate
 
in a program and control groupsofnon-participants who are in critical wayscomparable
 
to experimentalgroup participants.
 
In conclusion,even with the possible effects ofuncontrolled variables,sampling
 
limitations,and lack ofa classical experimental design,the results ofthis study appear to
 
be significant and conclusive in relation to this research sample. Thus,even with the
 
limitations discussed above this study has provided valuable itiformatioh for decision
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makers in the realm ofwelfare reform(effects ofeducation onthe birth rates ofAFDC
 
participants)and has provided groundwork for more comprehensive studies in the foture.
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Chapter VI
 
CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS
 
Conclusions
 
From the extensive literature reviews related to the causaland intervention hypothesis,
 
and from the research results ofthe statistical testing ofthe intervention hypothesis,
 
several major conclusions can logically be drawn. These conclusions will be outlined in
 
detail below.
 
The primary conclusion ofthis study is that AFDC clients who lack a basic high school
 
education,or the equivalency,have significantly more childrenthan AFDC clients who
 
complete high school,or the equivalency. This conclusion is clearly supported by the
 
research findings ofthe"intervention hypothesis"and ofthe"causalhypothesis." Infeet,
 
in this study,asa group,clients in the controlgroup(no G.E.D.)were more than twice as
 
likely to have chil<fren after being referred to the G.E.D.program asthe clients in the
 
experimental group who completed their high schooleqiuvalency(G.E.D.). Further,in
 
the only other empiricalstudy that could be foimd bythis researcher,the 1977 world
 
fertility study reports similar findings related to birth rates and education.'^'
 
As previously stated,there are numeroustheories that attemptto explain the higher
 
birth rates for the poorly educated. However,onlyafew appear to be note worthy and
 
consistent to logical thinking. For example,the most widely accepted theory states that
 
women who attain higher levels ofeducation wUlhave greater employment opportunities.
 
Thistheory also contends that employmentleads to higher income and status which leads
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to greater self-sufficiency. According to this theory,for women,this cycle often leads to
 
having fewer children due to accomplishment and fulfillment related to employment status
 
rather then from having afemily(i.e. children).'^^
 
Additionally,this"education to self-sufficiency cycle"may also result in women being
 
very conscious about preventing pregnancy. Further,higher educationfor women may
 
also result in the more educated women marrying and starting families much later in life
 
than uneducated women,thus,reducing her years offertility. Finally,logically speaking,
 
attaining education and/or a professionalcareer takes away from the time needed to have
 
and raise children.Clearly, all ofthese factors may deter womenfrom having children and
 
may result in educated women having less or no children in exchange for a professional
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career.
 
The second major conclusion is thatthe rising number ofchildren bom into poverty
 
and welfere dependency is a serious and costly problem in San Bernardino coimty and
 
throughoutthe United States. From its modest beginnings withthe privately funded
 
"mothers pension programs"in the early 1930's,AFDC became afederal entitlement for
 
approximately 14 million Americans in 1995. This amountsto approximately 15%ofthe
 
American population. Although mostAFDC recipients receive welfere for less thantwo
 
years and have smallfamilies(approximatelytwo children),the popular generalizations of
 
chronic welfare dependence,generational welfere dependence and having many welfere
 
dependent children holdstme for approximately one third oftoday's welfare recipients,'"
 
Current welfare data suggests that the state ofCalifornia and the county of San
 
Bernardino have a more extensive problem with welfere dependency than the reported
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national welfare rate. Infeet, as stated earlier, Caltfornia is comprised ofapproximately
 
12%ofthe US population,17% ofthe nationalAFDC case load,and accountsfor27%of
 
the federalAFDC expenditures. In San Bernardino county,approximately21.7%(1 in5
 
persons)ofthe estimated 1,518,000 residents in San Bernardino coimty werefecdving
 
AFDC benefits at a cost ofover one bilhon doUars annually in 1994. This is over5%
 
alx)ve the nationalrate ofAFDC participation. Finally,and most alarming,in 1994,a
 
staggering 39.7% ofthe residents ofthe city ofSan Bernardino were receiving AFDC.
 
Therefore,since approximately70%ofall AFDC recipients are children,it is very clear
 
that since 1980,there have been drastic increases in the numbers ofchildren bom into
 
poverty and welfare dependencythroughoutthe United States.
 
Further,these increases in the welfare rolls both nationally and locally have not come
 
without major costs. In the case ofincreasing national welfare dependence,these costs
 
cannot be expressed in monetary terms only. Clearly,there are also numerous social costs
 
and opportunity costs related to this growingproblem. Examplesofthese social costs
 
might include: an eroding national work ethic;poor modeling for the Children ofchronic
 
welfare recipients;orthe creation ofa"dependent class"that has become so dependent on
 
government assistance that it has become a wayoflife where education,job skills, hard
 
work,employment and self-sufficiency are viewed as unattainable or unnecessary^
 
Opportunity costs are the opportunities lost by allocating resoxircesto one program
 
rather than another. In 1993,the total nationalAFDC expenditure was approximately
 
$22.3 billion.'^' As stated above,approximately27%ofthat money wasspent in
 
California. Clearly,there are numerousother socialand non-socialprogramsthat would
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benefit fromthe increased resources that would be available ifnot usedfor AFDQ For
 
example,in California criticalprogramssuch as education and programsto rebuild the
 
aging infrastructure%ve been cutfor the past decade. Infact,since 1990,California has
 
ranked neai*the bottom nationally in money spentfor primary education per student."^*
 
Therefore,ifthe welfare rolls and related costs continue to grow,even fewer resources
 
will be available for other important programs especially in this era ofdecreasing
 
governmentrevenues.
 
The final major conclusion ofthis study is that welfere reformers and key stakeholders
 
mayfail to see or tend to minimize the primary problem with past and present welfare
 
poHcy,that is,the steadily increasing numbersofcl^dren born into the"cycleofwelfere
 
dependency." Although current welfare policy hassome provisionsfor reducing the
 
number ofchildren bom into poverty and government dependency(i.e. no increases in
 
AFDC grantsfor additional children bom while onAFDC,additionalfederal moneyto
 
states that reduce outofwedlock births, additionalfederal moneyto states thatimplement
 
more extensive educationally based family planning programs),this has never been a
 
primary objective ofwelfere reform.
 
Asstated in Chapter I,the premise behind current welfare reform and workfare
 
programs is that with the proper education and training most welfare recipients can find
 
employment and become selfsufficient. The fallacy in this theory is that even ifmost
 
welfare recipients can become more employable through educationaland training
 
programs such as G.A.I.N,it seems very unlikely ifnotimpossible to create the millions of
 
newjobs necessary to supportthe approximately6 million adplts currently receiving
 
AFDC. In September of1996,President Clinton claimed that since he took office in
 
1992,one millionfewer Americans were reeeiving wel&e and that inilliolis ofnewjobs
 
had been created. Unfortunately,President Clinton failed to mention that mostofthe
 
Americansremoyed fromthe welfere rolls were adults with no children(i,e. the general
 
assistance program)and that mostofthe newly createdjobs were low paying.^^
 
Additionally,the up front costs and the actualeffectiveness ofworkiare programs
 
remain in question. For example,California's G.A.l.N.program provides education,
 
training,child care and transportation services for clients while they continue to receive
 
their standard AFDC grants. The estimated per client annual cost ofG.A.l.N.services is
 
$3,300.^" Currently, due to budgetary constraints, most countiesin California can only
 
provide G.A.I.N.services to less than 10%ofthe adult AFDC recipients. For example,in
 
1995,Riverside County,which has received national acclaim for their G.A.l.N.program,
 
provided G.A.l.N.services to only 3,288(8.8%)ofthe 37,302 adults receiving AFDC at a
 
cost of$10.9 million.^' To provide G.A.I.N.servicesto all adults receiving AFDCin
 
Riverside countythe cost would be approximately $123 million in addition to the
 
continuing costs ofAFDC sendees. In 1995,San Bernardino county had approximately
 
66,000femilies receiving AFDC. Clearly, with the proposed drastic federal welfare cuts in
 
the"1996 Welfare Reform Act",it appears very unlikely that the resources will be
 
available to provide workfare services(i.e. such asthe G.A.I.N.program)to even the
 
majority ofadults receiving welfare.
 
When examining the issue ofthe effectivenessofworkfrre programs,the costs ofsuch
 
programs become even more alarming. The Riverside County G.A.l.N.program which
 
as stated above has been nationally acclaimed for its success,provides an excellent
 
example ofquestionable effectiveness. In a recent longitudinalstudy conducted bythe
 
CaUfomia Coalition ofWelfare Rights,it wasfound that only41.1% who completed the
 
G.A.I.N.program in 1988 held some type ofemploymentfour years later. Further,the
 
average annualincome for those who were employed was$3,687,far below the federal
 
poverty levelof$11,848 for afamily ofthree.^^ This same studyfound that 33.8% of
 
AFDC recipients that did not receive G.A.I.N. services during this same time frame had
 
found employmentand had an average annualincome of$2,684. In another study ofeight
 
large counties in California,it wasfound that even with threats offinancial sanctions,only
 
71%ofthose referred to G.A.I.N.actually showed up to the initial orientation.^^
 
While testing the intervention hypothesis in this study,only259ofthe 1,252 clients
 
referred to the G.E.D.componentofG.A.I.N.between 8-1-88 and 6-30-94 completed
 
their G.E.D. Whenexamining secondary data in this study,it wasfound that 100%ofthe
 
clients in the experimentaland controlgroups were receiving some type ofgovernment
 
assistance(i.e. Medi-Cal,food stamps,AFDC)five years after they were initially referred
 
to the G.E.D.componentofG.A.I.N. However,only22%ofthe experimental group as
 
compared to 32%ofthe control group clients were receiving full AFDC benefits in 1995.
 
The results in this Study appear to provide mixed findings asto the effectiveness ofthe
 
G.A.I.N.program.
 
In summary,it is clear that the increasing numberofchildren bom into the cycle of
 
welfere dependency is a serious and costly problem. These costs are notjust monetary,
 
but are coststo society and the costs ofopportunities lost by allocating vast resources to a
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dysfimetional welf^e system appearsto have helped create a"dependency class."
 
Further,fromthe information presented above,i the success ofworkfare programssuch as
 
the G.A.T.N.program is highly questionable in relation to the intended impact. That is,do
 
the G.E.D.component ofthe G.A.I,N.program appear to have changed atrehd ofhaving
 
recipients, will need to be addressed by welfare reformers ifthere is any hope for breaking
 
the cycle ofwelfare dependency. Thus,this theory that links education to having fewer
 
ofwelfere dependencythrough the combination ofthe primary(i.e. more employable)and
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 Recommendations
 
Based onthe above conclusions and other relevant information presented within this
 
study,the following recommendations are presented.
 
First, within the context ofcurrent welfare reform,acomprehensive educational
 
program should be implemented as part ofa welfere to work program. HypotheticaUy,
 
such an educationalprogram would incorporate manyofthe services currently provided
 
bythe G.A.I.N.program(i.e. education,training,job placement,child care),however,the
 
primaryfocus would be on education. To further study the effects ofsecondary education
 
on birthrate, it is recommended that several"pilot programs"in various demographic
 
settings be implemented. Additionally,objective program evaluation of the various
 
componentsofthe educationalprograms(pilot programs)should be conducted in order
 
to provide crucialinformation(i.e. impact assessments,program efBciency/eflfectiveness,
 
cost-benefit analysis)to key stakeholders and program administrators. Ifthe pilot
 
programs are successfulin meeting the desired goals/impacts ofthe program(i.e.
 
reduction in birthrates,increased self-sufficiency),the most successful programscould be
 
implemented incrementally targeting individuals that are most likely to have additional
 
welfare dependent children(i.e. younger mothers)first. Ideally,ifsuccessful,this program
 
could eventually mandate basic education(i.e, high school diploma or G.E.D.)for all
 
welfare recipients and encourage higher educationfor those who have an interest and
 
show a potentialfor higher learning. Further,financial incentives for compliance(i.e, fi"ee
 
child care,grantsfor college)and penalties for non-compliance (i.e.reduction or loss of
 
AFDC grants)could be implemented and consistently enforced to assure that the
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completion ofa basic education is a requirement ofall able bodied welfere recipients.
 
Finally, welfere recipients with substance abuse problems,generalemotionalproblems
 
and children under three years ofage should not be deferred from participation in this
 
reqtiired basic education program. Infact,no cost and low cost substance abuse
 
treatment,mental health and child care services are readily available to welfere recipients,
 
thus,these issues should not interfere with the achievement ofa basic education.''^
 
In a comprehensive educationalprogram,it is crucialto provide extensive servicesto
 
the children. Aspresented throughout this study,there is empiricalevidence that the lack
 
ofa basic education(i.e. high schoolgraduation or G.E.D.)results in higher birth rates,
 
lower average incomes and higher levels ofwelfare dependence. Therefore,in order to
 
break this cycle ofsocio-economic poverty,children who receive AFDC should be
 
required to attend schoolaslong asthey are receiving government assistance. Currently,
 
there is no requirement that children receiving AFDC must attend school,and lawsthat
 
require schoolattendance for children are rarely enforced.^^ Thus, parents who receive
 
government assistance are not held responsible for the educationoftheir children.
 
Therefore,imposing financial sanctions against parents who don'tsend their children to
 
schoolappears to be a reasonable proposalin light ofthe possible consequencesof alack
 
of a basic high schooleducation.
 
Further,in this comprehensive educational model,parents may also provide their
 
children with positive modeling by meeting their ownrequired educationalgoals(i.e. a
 
minimumofa high school diplonm or G.E.D.). Clearly,children are influenced by the
 
actions or inactions oftheir parents. In other words,ifa child is taught,and parents
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model,the value ofeducation from early childhood,these values are much more likely to
 
become ingrained into their value system. Conversely, ifparents do notteach and model
 
the value ofeducation,it is less likely their children willsee the value in attaining an
 
education. Finally,this theory of"positive modeling"is fiirther illustrated in arecent
 
national study ofthe American welfrre system that found20%ofchildren who grow up in
 
homesthat are highly dependenton welfere become highly dependentthemselves. While
 
only about3%ofchildren fromfemilies that did not receive welfere benefits become
 
welfare dependent.^®
 
The second major recommendation in this study is that adequate fiinding be provided
 
fromthe federal levelin order to allow schools and county welfere agencies to provide
 
the comprehensive basic educationalprogram described above. As previously discussed,
 
currently most counties in Cahfomia only offer G.A.I.N.services to about 10%of the
 
adult welfare recipients that are eligible for G.A.I.N. services(i.e. education,training,
 
child care,transportation).^' Clearly,for a mandated comprehensive basic educational
 
program for AFDC recipients to be effective, basic support services such asthose
 
provided by the G.A.I.N.program(i.e. child care,transportationfimds etc.), must be frilly
 
frmded and available to aU AFDC recipients. Without the provision ofsuch services,it is
 
extremely unrealistic to think that aU welfare recipients,many without transportation or
 
appropriate child care services, will have the resources required to attain a basic
 
education.
 
However,to avoid the problems that many other social programs have fallen into (i.e.
 
poor accoimtabUity,inefficiency,ineffectiveness,diminishing resources and public
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support),objective evaluation ofthis program is crucial. Further,this evaluation should
 
he continuous and the results must reflect the costs and benefits related to the program. In
 
this era ofincreasing demandsand decreasing resources,effective program evaluation
 
must be used to provide key stakeholders,including the public,with the information
 
necessaryto weight strengths and weaknessesofthe program. Finally,although
 
historically,program evaluations such as"cost vs. benefit"analysis have not been used to
 
assess social programs,it is unrealistic to believe that any program should expectto
 
receive fimding ifthe program is xmable to demonstrate some benefit to society through
 
objective evaluation.
 
The finalrecommendation in this study is a callfor fiiture research. First, withinthe
 
context ofcurrent welfare reform,it is strongly recommended that the study ofbirth rates
 
he continued in relation to education,work history,AFDC history,socio-economic status,
 
age and race. Asstated previously,surprisinglyfewempirical studies ofbirth ratesin
 
relation to education and socio-economic status have been conducted in the United States;
 
therefore,many questions regarding the effects ofeducation on birth ratesremain.
 
Next,more extensive research should be conducted to assess the specific components
 
ofworkfere programs Such asthe G.A.I.N.program in relation to effects on birth rates,
 
self-sufficiency,and employment. Clearly,comparing and contrasting program
 
components such as,basic education vs.job training,in relation to the effects/impacts on
 
birth rates,self-sufficiency and other related issues can provide decision makers and other
 
stakeholders with the information needed to set future objectives,goals and program
 
vision statements.
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Finally, it is the beliefofthis author,tMtcoritinu0research in this areaofstudy is
 
crucialfor the wet^ereform process,in that,American society is not static and welfare
 
and
 
re-evaluated to adaptto an ever changing society.
 
In conclusion,the proposed welfere reform is likely to be very uncertain for many and
 
However,as difficult as massive socialchangecan be,especiallyfor those inpst
 
vulnerable.
 
modelfor further Studies.
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Appendix A
 
ExperimentalGroup Complete Data Spreadsheet
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Raw Data for Experimental Group 
c GED S A R #Children Children Children Children Children Children Children Children AFDC #Children Total i 
a Completion e g a Pre-G.E.D. Born'89 Born '90 Born '91 Born'92 Born'93 Born'94 Born '95 Status Post-GED Child! 
s Date X e 0 
e e 
1 1988 M 35 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
2 1988 F 43 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
3 1989 F 26 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 
4 1989 F 38 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
5 1989 F 32 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
6 1989 F 37 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
7 1989 F 58 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
8 1989 F 42 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 3 
9 1989 F 54 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
10 1989 F 27 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
as 
oo 11 1989 F 40 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
12 1989 M 32 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
13 1989 F 39 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
14 1989 F 30 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
15 1989 M 47 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 
16 1989 F 40 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 
17 1989 F 36 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
18 1989 M 30 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 4 
19 1989 F 38 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
20 1989 F 32 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
21 1989 F 30 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
22 1989 F 29 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 
23 1989 F 39 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
24 1989 F 31 2 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 5 
25 1989 F 30 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 
26 1989 F 36 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
27 1989 F 26 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
28 1989 M 34 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 5 
29 1989 F 30 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
30 1989 F 48 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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Raw DataFor Control Group
 
C GED Referral S A R #Children Children Children Children Children Children Children Children AFDC #Children Total#Of 
a Date © 9 a Pre-G.E.D. Born'89 Born'90 Born'91 Born'92 Born'93 Born'94 Born'95 Status Post-GED Children 
X ■ e_ c " ■ 
e, ^ e- \ 
1 1989 M 33 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 2
 
2 1989 F 35 1 1 1 1
 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4
 
3 1990 F 36 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
 
4 1990 F 42 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 2
 
5 1989 M 43 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3
 
6 1989 F 32 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 4
 
7 1988 F 40 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
 
8 1988 F 39 1 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 7
 
9 1989 M 46 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i
 
10 1990 F 28 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
 
11 1989 F 36 1 3 b 0 0 0 0
 0 0 1 0 3
fo
 
12 1990 F 24 1 1 0 1 0
 1 0 1 1 3 4
 
13 1990 F 35 1 2 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 3
 
14 1989 F 30 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 4
 
15 1990 F 33 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4
 
16 1990 F 45 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 0 2
 
17 1990 F 35 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 1 0 5
 
18 1989 F 42 1: . 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 5
 
19 1990 M 45 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
 
20 1989 F 36 1 3 . - ■ lo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
 
21 1990 \ .p:-- 33 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 o: 0 0 3
 
22 1989 F: 29 3 1 ; ■■■ ■•1 ■ • b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
 
23 1990 ■ F^ 51 2 2 0 0 0 0 ; 0 0 0 0 0 2
 
24 1989 M 33 3 2 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
 
25 1990 F 37
 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 5
 
26 1990 F 26 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 0 \ 0 3
 
27 1989 F 33 1 2 0 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 2
 
28 1989 F 34 1 1 0 0
 1 0 0 0 0 A . 1 2
 
29 1990 F 37 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 1 3
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0  
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0
0  
. 1
0 0
0
0
0  
1  3  
6 5
1 9 8 8
F
3 6
1
2 0
0
0  
1 0
0 0
0 1  3  
66 1990 F 25 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 3 
67 1989 F 45 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
68 1988 F 40 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 
69 1989 F 28 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 
70 1990 F 25 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 4 
71 1989 F 27 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 4 
72 1989 F 30 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
73 1990 F 27 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
74 1989 F 50 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
75 1990 F 40 2 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 
76 1988 F 25 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
77 1990 F 23 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 
Total 34 165 5 10 15 9 14 6 6 25 65 231 
% 71% 32% 28% 
<1
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